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The main focus of this lecture is to develop your skills in input-output (IO) 
modelling.

IO modelling is one of the most popular macroeconomic tools and is 
commonly used across Government, academia and consultancy.

Wassily Leontief is credited with the creation of IO tables and this won him the 
Noble Prize in Economics.

A huge amount of data underpins IO models. This gives rise to the main 
attractiveness of the tool – it can produce a large amount of interesting 
information quickly with quite basic inputs.

Overview



What sorts of questions can IO modelling answer?

An introduction to Supply and Use Tables (SUTS) – the data that IO tables are 
based on

What are IO multipliers and how can they be used?

IO modelling + extensions, with examples of real world use

What IO modelling shouldn’t be used for + example of misuse

What we’ll be discussing today



This will be followed up by a lab session later this summer

This will be a practical session where you will learn how to undertake IO 
modelling and interpret the results

We’ll discuss in more detail where it is most appropriate to use IO modelling 
and to use Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) modelling

• Both of these NI has access to

The aim is for you to come out of these sessions ready to apply IO modelling 
in your day-to-day work. This means we will learn IO from a practical 
standpoint and not an academic one.

The lab



What sorts of questions can IO answer?



HM Treasury, 2016

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/509499/Number_of_regional_jobs_linked_to_EU_exports.pdf


Oxford Economics

https://www.oxfordeconomics.com/resource/the-impact-of-airbus-on-the-uk-economy/


Carbon Assessment of 
the Scottish Budget, 
Scottish Government

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-budget-2022-23-carbon-assessment/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-budget-2022-23-carbon-assessment/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-budget-2022-23-carbon-assessment/


UK Export Finance

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-export-finance-jobs-supported-2020-to-2021/uk-export-finance-jobs-supported-analysis-2020-21


An Evaluation of Legacy from the Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games, The Scottish Government

https://thecgf.com/sites/default/files/2018-02/00482151.pdf
https://thecgf.com/sites/default/files/2018-02/00482151.pdf


Social Security Scotland

https://www.socialsecurity.gov.scot/news-events/news/first-minister-announces-2-000-new-jobs-in-economic-boost-for-dundee-and-glasgow


Estimating the relationship between exports and the labour market in the UK, 
Department for International Trade (UK)

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/966549/Estimating-the-relationship-between-exports-and-the-labour-market-in-the-UK.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/966549/Estimating-the-relationship-between-exports-and-the-labour-market-in-the-UK.pdf


Employment and Global Value Chains (GVCs), OECD

https://www.oecd.org/sti/ind/trade-in-employment.htm


Consultancies:

• Economic impact of a firm or industries

Government:

• Economic impact of project

• Impact of closure of major firm/industry

• Linking policy to wider outcomes – e.g. how trade impacts on employment 
for younger people

• Examining supply chain shocks

Common uses



Government:

• Understanding relationships between industries

• Modelling how shocks to the economy might impact employment – and 
which industries could be hit the hardest

CGE modelling:

• Different trading relationships with tariff/non-tariff barriers, e.g. Brexit

• Differing migration scenarios

Etc

Common uses



Supply and Use Tables



They are also used, along with an important assumption, to create IO tables.

SUTS include a Supply Table and a Use Table.

The two tables are “balanced” with each other so that a couple of 
mathematical identities hold true.

• Brings together an understanding of the economy that is consistent with all 
major data sources.

SUTS are therefore the cornerstone of National Accounts. It is recommended 
that a supply and use framework is used as the basis for all national accounts 
data.

Supply and Use Tables



Supply Table: Describes how products (goods and services) in Northern 
Ireland are supplied

• Domestic production by firms in NI sectors

• Imports of products

• Often not fully publicly available due to disclosure issues

Use Table: Describes how products in Northern Ireland are used

• Domestic use by firms in NI sectors

• Exports (i.e. use by non-NI sectors)

• Use by households, government, gross capital formation

Supply and Use Tables



Supply Tables



Use Tables



These tables are excellent for relating products to industries

For example … 

• What products does the accommodation and food services industry 
purchase? A useful question to ask in a pandemic!

• Which industries purchase the most fabricated metal?

Exploring relationships



Two key relationships for SUTS:

• Total Supply of a product = Total Use of that product

• Total Output of a sector = Total Input of that sector

The second one can take people by surprise… but remember that we’re 
including labour costs, taxes and GOS (including profits) in “Total Input”

These equations provide useful hints as to where different data sources do not 
align. They are used for “balancing” the data.

Supply = Use



Source: NISRA



SUTS are based on a huge amount of underlying data.

Major data sources used across the UK include ABI/ABS, Purchases Survey, 
PRODCOM, HMT OSCAR, Trade stats, etc.

SUTS for devolved nations also typically use UK SUTS and ONS Regional 
Accounts.

They draw together lots of data sources, measured in many different ways, in 
a single coherent framework.

SUTS are therefore an incredibly robust source of data. This is why they are 
seen as the cornerstone of National Accounts.

Underlying data



SUTS are very much not just there to produce IO tables. They have a huge 
number of uses. SUTS should be the first dataset to check for many economic 
questions.

Chiefly, they are commonly used in the production of GDP.

They allow you to measure GDP in each of the three approaches:

• Income approach

• Expenditure approach

• Production approach

Due to the earlier equations … each of these should equal to create balanced 
GDP

Useful outside of IO



Source: NISRA

Income approach



Source: NISRA

Expenditure approach



Source: NISRA

Production approach



Watch out for a common pitfall when examining SUTS. Different values may 
be recorded in different prices

• Basic prices: Amount receivable by the producer. Excludes tax on 
products, includes subsidies on products.

• Producer prices: Basic prices + taxes on products – subsidies on 
products.

• Purchasers’ prices: Amount payable by the purchaser. Producer prices + 
trade and transport margins + non-deductible VAT. Basic -> Purch 
transformation in RHS of Supply table.

I won’t get into these for now. But you should directly compare numbers in 
different price systems.

Quick note



SUTS are in a Product by Industry format.

With use of an assumption can convert the two tables into an “Industry by 
Industry” or “Product by Product” input output table.

We mostly use industry by industry input output tables and so we focus on 
these. This is because you can match any data that is collected by industry to 
IxI IO tables … e.g. employment.

The conversion of SUTS to IO table does require an assumption. For IxI 
tables, the assumption focuses on the sales structure

Converting into IO tables



Fixed industry sales structure assumption: Each industry has its own 
specific sales structure, irrespective of its product mix.

Fixed product sales structure assumption: Each product has its own 
specific sales structure, irrespective of the industry where it is produced.

NISRA follows a hybrid methodology.

You don’t need to remember this for using IO tables. Only need to remember 
that there is an assumption involved.

Converting into IO tables



SUTS describe industry inputs and outputs in a given year.

SUTS are the cornerstone of national accounts. 

They are produced for NI by NISRA.

They can be used to calculate GDP and, using an assumption, to produce 
input-output tables.

Industry by industry IOTs are typically more useful than product by product 
IOTs as you can match any data measured by industry to the data

Industries and product groups are different concepts – so be careful not to mix 
these.

Key takeaways



What are input output tables?



Input output tables (sometimes called “Analytical Input Output Tables”) 
describe the flows of goods and services between industries.

In general they describe interactions between:

• Intermediate use: Purchases and sales between industries

• Primary inputs: Compensation of employees (i.e. employee costs), gross operating 
surplus, taxes

• Final demand: Households, Government, gross fixed capital, exports, etc

IO tables describe almost the entire economy in a single spreadsheet

Produced for Northern Ireland by NISRA

Input Output table overview

https://www.nisra.gov.uk/statistics/economic-accounts-project/analytical-input-output-tables


Northern Ireland 2x2 – reading an IOT

Standard NI IOT is 63x63 sectors



The important concept to take from a first look is that IO tables provide a way 
to relate businesses to labour to final demand and so on

We can use these relationships to understand some basic information … and 
then build on this

To build this intuition, lets start with a question:

• Without any information other than the input output table, what would you 
expect to happen if Central Government decided to buy an additional 
£100m of services?

Relationships



Reading the IOT #2

Column = Purchases of Services Services sells £11,431 to Central GovtRow = Sales of Services

So £11,431m goes to £11,531. What else has to change?



+£1m services purchases by Govt

So, without more information, 
our best guess is that £100m 
more services leads to the 
services industry purchasing:

• £7m from Production

• £21m from Services

• £10m imports

• £33m CoE

• Etc…



Type I impact



Type I and Type II

The direct effect (green) plus the indirect effect (orange) are together called 
the ‘Type I impact’.

But some of the yellow parts will surely also have an impact too? E.g. 
employees don’t just earn wages in a vacuum, they spend these on groceries, 
utilities, restaurants etc.

We can also include these wage spending impacts, this is called the ‘induced 
effect’.

Type II = direct + indirect + induced

In fact, there are many “types”. But type I and type II are the most commonly 
used.



Type I and Type II

Household inputs = household final consumption expenditure column

Household outputs = compensation of employees row (i.e. labour output)

The calculations to undertake type II analysis effectively move the household 
column and compensation of employees row into the intermediate part of the 
table and turn households into an industry



Type II impact
Blue parts are the 
added induced effect



This is the core concept of IO modelling from a simplistic standpoint. You can 
use the structure of an IO table to model changes in final demand.

This is why IO models are called demand-side models.

That is, you can estimate the impact of a change in final demand.

We’ll cover a range of extensions and different applications later that enhance 
this process somewhat. But the key concept to remember is that IO modelling 
is (as default) driven by the underlying structure of the IO table.

The core concept



Three common ways to describe the impact.

The direct effect: £1m increase in Govt purchases of services results in firms 
in the services sector increasing output by £1m to fulfil the demand

The indirect effect: Increase in output by firms in the services sector requires 
these firms to purchase inputs from  firms in their supply chain. Firms in the 
supply chain, in turn, purchase from their own supply chain.

The induced effect: All of the additional output due to the direct and indirect 
effect leads to additional employment. More employment = more wages. More 
wages = more spending by households = increase in output by firms.

Types of effects



The direct effect: the industry in question

The indirect effect: supply chain impacts

The induced effect: wage spending impacts

Not every study includes the induced effect – depends on what you’re trying to 
measure!

Easy way to remember it



Input output modelling can estimate the impact of a change in final demand.

It does this by relying on industry averages in the input output tables (see 
limitations later).

Modelling typically examines ‘direct’, ‘indirect’ and sometimes ‘induced’ 
impacts.

This is the strength of IO modelling – examining impacts on supply chains.

Takeaways



Multipliers



I showed earlier how you can calculate the economic impact of a £100m 
increase in government demand for services by turning the IO table into 
proportions and then following the money along the supply chains.

But it would be a lot of work to have to do this for multiple sectors. Particularly 
when we consider that the IO table for Northern Ireland includes 62 sectors.

Thankfully, Leontief has rescued us with a mathematical approach to 
calculating what are called “multipliers”.

If you’re not familiar with matrix algebra, the maths on this doesn’t look very 
appealing. However, it’s pretty easy to do it in Excel so we’ll keep it for the Lab 
session.

Why calculate multipliers?



Multipliers describe the total economic impact resulting from a change in final 
demand for a sector.

Terminology differ between countries which can confuse things.

We have “type I” and “type II” multipliers:

• “type I” includes both direct and indirect impacts

• “type II” includes direct, indirect and induced impacts

Type II makes more economic sense, but isn’t always the thing of interest.

What are multipliers?



We have “effects” and “multipliers”:

• Type I GVA effects: the change in direct and indirect GVA resulting from a 
£1m increase in final demand for a sector

• Type I GVA multiplier: the ratio of the change in direct + indirect GVA to the 
change in direct GVA, which has arisen due to a £1m increase in final 
demand for a sector

This terminology can change a lot… be careful which one you’re using

What are multipliers?



And we can create multipliers and effects for any indicator that we have data 
by industry on:

• Employment

• GVA

• Output

• Income

What are multipliers?

• Carbon emissions

• Female / Male employment

• 16-24 employment

• Employment of people with 
protected characteristics



The practical implication of this is that if you have some basic data … you can 
use multipliers to estimate the size of impacts. For example:

• Say the Type I employment effects for the services sector is 25

• This means that an increase in £1m of final demand (e.g. exports) for the 
services sector is estimated to support 25 jobs across the economy. This 
includes:

• X employment directly by the exporting firms in the services sector

• Y employment indirectly by firms in the supply chain

What are multipliers?



The various definitions may be fairly confusing at this stage. These will 
become clearer in the practical session.

For now, the key takeaways are:

• There is a mathematical way to easily calculate multipliers

• Type I multipliers include direct and supply chain impacts. Type II also add 
wage spending impacts.

• You can create multipliers for (almost) any indicator which is measured by 
sector

• Multipliers are the most simple form of IO analysis, but let you produce 
pretty powerful results simply by multiplying numbers together 

What are multipliers?



Type I NI multipliers included in the download from NISRA

NI multipliers 2017



Want to model the impact of £100m more furniture exports?

• Multiply 100 by NI output effects to get total output impact

• Multiply 100 by NI employment effects to get total employment impact

• Multiply 100 by NI GVA effects to get total GVA impact

Heard that the new exports added 1,000 new jobs to the companies but don’t 
know how much the exports were?

• Multiply 1000 by NI employment multiplier

Takeaways



Modelling based on IOTs



Relationship between modelling & SUTS

Supply and Use 
Tables (SUTS)

Input Output 
Tables (IOT)

IO/Multiplier 
Analysis

Hypothetical 
Extraction  

Method (HEM)

Social Accounting 
Matrix (SAM)

Computable 
General 

Equilibrium (CGE)

We’ve covered this one



IO modelling provides a way to think about different scenarios. There are, of 
course, assumptions and limitations.

Relies on sector averages

• Can reduce impact of this assumption by specifying more information

• Don’t use it in Green Book appraisal – it won’t capture specific differences

Assumes no substitution between goods and services used as inputs. E.g. 
construction firms won’t switch from concrete to wood due to an action.

• Can specify substitution using CGE modelling

IO Modelling Assumptions



Passive supply side. There are no limits on supply (of goods, labour etc). 
Prices do not change.

• Can’t model supply side impacts + IO becomes less accurate in very large 
impacts.

• Prices will usually mitigate the true impact of a shock

• Can look at supply side using CGE modelling

Standard IO models are static – looking at a single snapshot in time.

• CGE models are dynamic.

• IOTs do therefore not attempt to predict the future. They look at current 
structure.

IO Modelling Assumptions



By default, IO modelling provides gross estimates not net estimates.

• If the money wasn’t used for X, it could be used for Y.

• A company moving to Belfast has “created” Z jobs. But are these jobs truly 
new or are they mostly just displacing workers from other roles?

• In general, the same things we need to consider for an economic 
appraisal.

IO Modelling Assumptions



Takeaways:

• IO is good for modelling most demand shocks quickly. But don’t expect a 
high degree of accuracy if you’re just multiplying a shock with a multiplier.

• IO enhanced with extra data can provide additional accuracy. IO multipliers 
are mostly a best guesstimate.

• When you’re looking at supply side impacts, use a CGE model.

IO Modelling Assumptions



What to watch out for



IO modelling is simple and can produce big jobs numbers (who doesn’t love 
those?). 

But this also brings risk. In my time, I have seen a number of accidental 
mistakes and some which appear … less accidental.

We’ll cover some of these mistakes now so that you:

• Can avoid making these mistakes

• Can spot when an external report trying to influence government doesn’t 
pass the sniff test

IO gone wrong



Report looking at the impact of cutting VAT on UK housing repair and 
renovation from 20% to 5%

Through various assumptions, assumes this leads to a 5% uplift in demand for 
housing repair and renovation = +£536m construction output.

Claims the direct impact of this is 31,949 jobs.

• That’s 59 jobs per £1m of direct impact? Err…

Then claims construction has a type I output multiplier of 2.98

• Err… can check the construction product (not sector) output multiplier for 
2015 easily as this is published by ONS … it’s 1.92

Report #1

https://www.ihbc.org.uk/resources/VAT-research-FINAL.pdf


Using this mult, they say +£536m leads to a total impact of £1.6bn. 

They then divide £1.6bn by the average salary of a full-time construction 
worker (~40.8k) and say this supports 39,140 full-time equivalent jobs.

• Err… so none of that £1.6bn is spent on materials, services, profits etc?

• Weird way to calculate it – could just use employment effects!

Next they add the results together. Total impact of £536m+£1600m = £2.1bn. 
Total impact of 31,949 jobs + 39,140 jobs = 71,089 jobs

• Err… the direct has been double counted here. £536 and 31,949 are both 
embodied in the other numbers.

Report #1



They claim +£2.1bn and +71,089 jobs.

Some quick maths using actual figures calculated from UK IOT 2016:

• Type I Output mult = 2.05. 

• So, 539 x 2.05 = +£1.1bn

• Type I Employment effects = 16.37. 

• So, 539 x 16.37 = +8,823 jobs

I claim +£1.1bn and +8,823 jobs.

I haven’t even considered whether the starting assumption of £539m is correct 
and compatible with multiplier analysis.

Report #1



Lessons for undertaking IO modelling:

• Avoid double counting. E.g. direct is already included in type I multiplier.

• Understand that you can use employment effects or employment 
multipliers to calculate jobs impacts.

Lessons for interpreting IO modelling:

• Very unlikely to see output multipliers approaching 3 or bigger (especially 
true in tables for smaller geographical areas, e.g. NI or Scotland).

• Highest type I output mult for 63 sectors of NI is 1.81. Much above this 
should = alarm bells.

Report #1



Report #2

Oil and Gas UK, Economic Report 2014

https://cld.bz/bookdata/SlIgtju/basic-html/index.html#1


In general, IO is a very powerful methodology.

• You can specify very little and get a lot of data. But results should be 
treated as illustrative.

• Or you can specify a lot and get even more data. But more effort in 
collecting data and adjusting IOT.

But with the power of this methodology comes an opportunity for misuse. 
Clients with big multipliers are the happiest and, at times, it can feel that some 
consultancies are competing to provide the biggest multipliers …

Being able to undertake your own modelling can help to quickly sense check 
these results

Takeaways



Extensions



While the NI IOT has 63 sectors, you are not fixed to using this number.

In many cases you may be interested in different sectors which don’t fit into 
standard classifications e.g.

• Renewable activities

• Tourism activities

• A specific (large) firm

All you have to do is add a row and column in the IOT and fill in the gaps. 
Then make sure that everything you add into the new sector, you remove from 
existing sectors so that the totals match.

Quick note on sectors



This is a method to understand the ‘importance’ of an industry, as defined 
through the ‘interconnectness’ with other industries.

A HEM poses a hypothetical question – what happens if we shut down an 
industry? E.g. NI fabricated metal industry.

Other industries still need to use fabricated metal, so they import it. (Note the 
implications for this assumption can mean conservative estimates)

But all the domestic supply chains that feed into the NI fabricated metal 
industry are severed. The industry now has no demand and no purchases.

Hypothetical Extraction Method 



This is exactly what the modelling does: sets the final demand to zero and the 
purchases to zero.

You then estimate the size of the hypothetical new economy

Total impact of shutdown = Actual economy minus hypothetical new economy

This is a useful modelling methodology for:

• Seeing supply chain impacts of sector shutdown (pandemic?)

• Seeing supply chain impacts of major firm closing down

Hypothetical Extraction Method 



Lots of the above assumptions are removed or softened by using a CGE 
model.

In basic terms, a CGE model is based on a social accounting matrix, which is 
just an IOT with a few bits of data added.

CGE models can be thought of as IO models with a supply side added.

They allow you to specify relationships. E.g. how firms substitute between 
labour and capital.

Computable General Equilibrium



They can be very powerful BUT they’re also significantly more complex.

Our base CGE model solves 400,000+ equations.

DFE NI has a CGE model – you’ll need them to run simulations.

CGE is where you go for any supply side impacts or complex modelling, e.g. 
labour market productivity, tariff barriers, energy price shocks etc.

But this can’t be done rapidly and results can be more complex to understand.

Computable General Equilibrium



Example: The impact of the new Northern Ireland Protocol, 2021

Computable General Equilibrium

https://fraserofallander.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/The-impact-of-the-new-Northern-Ireland-protocol.pdf
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